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methods that reliably detect abnormal cardiac cycles of interest
are required [1], [2]. This task is complicated by several
external disturbances such as 1) power line interference that
induces a 50 Hz (or 60 Hz) oscillation, 2) electromyographic
(EMG) broadband disturbances due to action potentials in the
nearby muscle cells, and 3) changes in the voltage across the
electrode-skin interface due to electrode motion which causes
so-called baseline wander [5], [6]. In this paper, we consider
disturbances of the third type.
Electrode motion typically manifests as a low-frequency
baseline wander. Unfortunately, its spectrum may overlap with
the ECG signal’s spectrum itself and thus, for example highpass filtering of the ECG signal removes important information
and is not appropriate to remove the baseline wander [5], [6].
Several different approaches have been proposed for removing
this type of motion artifacts and they can roughly be divided
into two approaches: 1) Methods based on the ECG signal
I. I NTRODUCTION
Ambulatory electrocardiography (ECG) devices facilitate alone and 2) methods that use a combination of the ECG
cardiac monitoring of patients during their daily activities signal and other measurements. The former approach includes,
outside clinical settings. This enables the detection of abnormal for example, signal model-based methods [7], [8], methods
cardiac cycles and arrhythmias that may only occur under that decompose the ECG signal using independent component
certain circumstances or very sporadically [1], [2]. An example analysis [9], [10], circuit models describing the electrodeof such an arrhythmia is atrial fibrillation, which bears a 5-fold skin interface [11], [12], artificial neural networks [13], or
risk of ischaemic stroke if the patient is not anticoagulated. approaches based on the assumption that the ECG morphology
Multiple trials using a variety of ECG devices to reveal hidden does not change significantly between consecutive cardiac
cycles, which can be formulated as a high-dimensional, nonAF after a stroke have been conducted [3], [4].
Ambulatory ECG devices normally provide measurements parametric state space model that can be used together with
from up to three ECG leads, can measure continuously for up Kalman filtering [14]. Methods that combine the ECG signal
to several weeks, and their small size and weight only cause with other measurements typically make use of additional
minimal discomfort to the patient. However, ambulatory ECG sensors such as accelerometers, strain gauges, or magnetomemonitoring also poses significant challenges. For example, at ters. Accelerometer-based approaches use different types of
a heart rate of 80 bpm, each day of ECG recordings contains accelerometers (e.g. one- to three-axis accelerometers, with
in the order of 115 200 individual cardiac cycles. Clearly, different placements on the body, etc.) together with adaptive
a cardiologist is unable to screen that vast amount of data, filtering approaches such as recursive least squares or least
not even for a single patient. Hence, automated classification mean squares filtering with the raw accelerometer signal as
the reference signal [9], [15]–[17].
Financial support by Business Finland is hereby gratefully acknowledged.
In this paper, we discuss some of the challenges that arise

Abstract—Electrocardiography (ECG) using lightweight and
inexpensive ambulatory ECG devices makes it possible to monitor
patients during their daily activities and can give important
insight in arrhythmias and other cardiac diseases. However,
everyday activities cause several kinds of motion artifacts which
deteriorate the ECG quality and thus complicate both automated
and manual ECG analysis. In this paper, we discuss some of the
challenges associated with long-term ambulatory ECG and propose a baseline wander compensation algorithm based on inertial
measurement units (IMUs) attached to each ECG electrode. The
IMUs are used for estimating the local electrode motion which in
turn is used as the reference signal for baseline wander reduction.
We evaluate the proposed algorithm on data gathered in clinical
trials and show that the baseline wander is successfully removed,
without compromising the ECG’s morphology.
Index Terms—Electrocardiography, signal reconstruction,
Kalman filters, biomedical signal processing, inertial measurement units.

in motion artifact compensation as well as the measurement
setup and clinical trials used in our research. Furthermore,
R/RA
L/LA Electrode
we propose a baseline wander compensation method based
on local electrode motion estimation and Kalman filtering
CV
using commercially off the shelf inertial measurement units
(IMUs) and magnetometers. The proposed method borrows
ideas from inertial navigation [18]–[21] and in contrast to the
IMU & Magnetometer
existing methods, it is invariant to the sensor orientation since
F/LL
it estimates the full 3D short term sensor motion relative to its
stationary position in the common global coordinate system.
Additionally, the proposed approach is based on a setup that
Fig. 1. Illustration of the experimental setup: A five-electrode, three-lead
makes use of one sensor per electrode (i.e., two sensors per ambulatory ECG setup is used with four electrodes as marked and one reference
lead) that measure the corresponding lead’s electrodes’ motion, electrode attached to ECG device (green box). A wireless IMU is attached on
top of each electrode.
rather than just an individual sensor.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the experimental setup and discusses the
Using this setup, clinical trials (approved by the Ethics
clinical trials as well as the challenges in motion artifact
Committee of the Helsinki and Uusimaa Hospital District)
reduction. This is followed by the baseline wander reduction
with 20 subjects are performed. In the trials, each subject is
method in Section III. The evaluation of the proposed method
asked to perform a set of seven motion sequences that are
on real data is provided in Section IV and some concluding
designed to simulate everyday tasks such as picking up items
remarks are given in Section V.
or moving during sleep. The motion sequences are:
II. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP AND C LINICAL T RIALS
1) Patient is lying on their back. Patient rolls on right side
90 degrees then returns to backside position.
In this section, we describe the measurement setup as well
2)
Patient stands up from sitting position.
as the clinical trials, followed by a brief analysis of the
3)
Patient
is standing with upper limbs extended, then reaches
experiments and an illustration and discussion of the motion
floor
without
bending their knees.
artifacts in the ECG signal.
4) Patient is starting with upper limbs rotated outwards and
A. Experimental Setup
elbow joints at 90 degrees flexed. Keeping elbows flexed
patient moves forearms together to the front.
The proposed measurement setup is illustrated in Fig. 1. We
5)
Patient starts with upper limbs resting on sides, elbow
use a three-lead ambulatory ECG device (Faros 360, Bittium
joints extended. Keeping elbows extended, patient raises
Biosignals, Oulu, Finland) where the five electrodes form the
upper limbs above head forming a 180 degrees angle.
leads I (R/RA to L/LA), II (R/RA to F/LL), and V1 (CV
6)
Patient starts with elbows flexed at 90 degrees, forearms
to F/LL), with the reference electrode integrated in the ECG
touching in front, patient rotates upper body laterally on
device. In addition to the ECG channels, the ambulatory ECG
right side, returns to front, then left side and returns to
device also contains an integrated accelerometer, which is used
front.
for synchronizing the system clocks (see below). Furthermore,
7)
Patient walks in staircase, arms freely moving.
motion sensors (MetaMotion C, mbientlab, San Francisco, CA)
are firmly attached on top of each of the electrodes. The motion Each of these motions is performed twice before the subject
sensors consist of an inertial measurement unit (IMU; BMI160, moves on to the next motion.
Bosch Sensortec, Reutlingen, Germany) and a magnetometer
(BMM150, Bosch Sensortec, Reutlingen, Germany) and log B. Measurement Assessment
the measurement data to the internal memory. For simplicity,
Two examples of the measured ECG and accelerometer
we will refer to the complete motion sensors including the signals are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Fig. 2 shows the
magnetometer as the “IMUs” for the remainder of this paper. measured signals when one of the subjects performed motion
Note that this kind of setup is not readily suitable for long- sequence 3. It is clear that at the onset of the motion (around
term ambulatory ECG monitoring due to the many separate t ≈ 4 s; c.f. the accelerometer signals in the middle and bottom
components. Instead, a more integrated solution would be panels), baseline wander is observed in the ECG signal (the
required. However, for our purpose of controlled clinical trials deviations of the ECG signal’s offset from zero). Furthermore,
and algorithm development, this is not a concern.
the ECG is also affected by broadband EMG noise due to
During the trials, each of the ECG channels is sampled at muscle contractions during the bending motion (between t ≈
1000 Hz, the IMUs’ accelerometers and gyroscopes are sampled 5 s and t ≈ 8 s as well as between t ≈ 12 s and t ≈ 15 s).
at 100 Hz, and the magnetometer is sampled at 25 Hz. In order The accelerometer measurements clearly indicate the change
to synchronize the clocks, a heel drop motion is performed in pose (change in offset in all axes for both sensors) and also
before each trial, and the relative sensor delays are estimated the motion itself (small superimposed accelerations). Note that
using the cross-correlation of the accelerometer signals.
after the motion is completed (after t ≈ 15 s), the baseline
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Fig. 2. Example lead II ECG (top), R/RA accelerometer (middle), and F/LL
accelerometer (bottom) signals measured during motion sequence 3.

does not revert to zero immediately. This is mainly because it
takes some time for the electrode-skin interface to return to
steady-state after the disturbance.

These two examples illustrate two of the major challenges
faced in ECG denoising. Unfortunately, it is hard to quantify
or even analytically model these disturbances as they may vary
not only between subjects but also between repetitions.

10

12

Fig. 3. Example lead II ECG (top), R/RA accelerometer (middle), and F/LL
accelerometer (bottom) signals measured during motion sequence 4.

ωn
ym,n

Fig. 3 shows the lead II ECG together with the accelerations
measured for the R/RA (middle) and F/LL (bottom) electrodes
during motion sequence 4 for a different subject. In this case,
the ECG baseline wander is not as distinctive as in the previous
example (top), indicating less electrode motion. On the other
hand, the EMG noise is much stronger (between t ≈ 2 s and
t ≈ 4 s as well as between t ≈ 7 s and t ≈ 9 s). This is possibly
caused by the fact that this motion involves a much stronger
contraction of the deltoid and pectoralis muscles that are close
to the R/RA electrode. The accelerometer signals show that
there is no significant change in attitude for either electrode
(note that changes in attitude around the vertical axis can not be
sensed using an accelerometer alone, see, e.g. [22]). The motion
itself, however, can be clearly seen in both accelerometers.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the motion artifact reduction algorithm.

III. M OTION A RTIFACT R EDUCTION
The proposed motion artifact reduction method uses an estimate of the short term electrode motion relative to its stationary
position as a reference signal. The latter is estimated by using an
attitude tracker to transform the measured acceleration to global
coordinates, followed by using inertial navigation together with
stationarity detection and pseudo-position updates. The general
algorithm structure is outlined in Fig. 4 and each of the steps
is discussed in more detail in the following sections.

Algorithm 1 Robust Reference Vector Tracking Step [19]
1: Prediction:
The first step is to estimate the attitude of each of the IMUs.
We achieve this by tracking the gravity and magnetic field
r̂−
n = A(ω n )r̂n−1
vectors in the IMUs local coordinate frame (denoted by the
−
Cr,n = A(ω n )Cr,n−1 A(ω n )T + Cv
superscript L) and then estimating the attitude matrix of the
IMU.
2: Measurement covariance adaption:
At time tn , the measured acceleration ya,n , ya (tn ) is
αn = exp(−∆tn /τ )αn−1
given by
L
L
ν n = yj,n − r̂−
ya,n = gn + an + wa,n ,
(1)
n
A. Attitude Tracking

where gLn denotes the (negative) gravity vector in the IMU’s
local coordinate system, aLn is the body’s acceleration, and
wa,n ∼ N (0, Ca ) is the measurement noise. Similarly, the
measurement model for the magnetometer can be written as
ym,n = mLn + bm + wm,n ,

where
is the magnetic field vector in the IMU’s local
coordinate system, bm is the magnetometer bias, and wm,n ∼
N (0, Cm ) is the measurement noise. (Note that we assume
the magnetometer bias to be constant and estimate it using
the conventional sphere fitting calibration approach, see [23],
[24].)
Furthermore, the dynamic model for rotations of the local
gravity and magnetic field vectors can be written as [19]
where
[−ω n ]×
|ω n |
[−ω n ]2×
+ (1 − cos(|ω n |∆t))
,
|ω n |2

A(ω n ) = I3 + sin(|ω n |∆t)

3:
4:

(3)

−1
if ν T
n Sn ν n > γ then
Set

αn = α0

(2)

mLn

rn = A(ω n )rn−1 + vn ,

Sn = C−
r,n + Cj + αn I3

Sn = C−
r,n + Cj + αn I3
5:
6:

end if
Measurement update:
−1
Kn = C−
r,n Sn

r̂n = r̂−
n + Kn ν n
T
Cr,n = C−
r,n − Kn Sn Kn

reference vector ez,L
n is readily obtained from the local gravity
estimate as
ĝLn
êz,L
.
(4)
n =
|ĝLn |
Second, the east (x) reference vector is found from the
normalized cross product between the magnetic field vector
and the normal reference vector and is given by

∆tn = tn − tn−1 is the sampling time, rn is either gLn or mLn ,
ω n is the angular velocity as measured by the gyroscope, [·]×
m̂Ln × êz,L
n
denotes the cross product matrix, and vn ∼ N (0, Cv ) is the
.
(5)
êx,L
=
n
L
z,L
|
m̂
×
ê
n
n |
process noise.
Then, by using the dynamic model (3) for both the gravity Third, the remaining reference vector (north; y) is readily found
x,L
and the magnetic field vector, together with the accelerometer from the cross product of êz,L
n and ên to be
L
and magnetometer models (1)–(2), we can track both gn
x,L
z,L
êy,L
(6)
n = ên × ên .
and mLn . To this end, we use the robust Kalman filtering
and smoothing algorithm introduced in [19] and shown in
Eqs. (4)–(6) then yield an estimate of the IMUs attitude
Algorithm 1, which automatically adapts the measurement
(rotation matrix) which is given by
noise covariance if significant body acceleration is detected.


LG
The algorithm is used for tracking the gravity and magnetic field
R̂n = êx,L
.
(7)
êy,L
êz,L
n
n
n
vector separately (i.e., the same algorithm is applied to both
problems independently). Note that in Algorithm 1, α0 denotes B. Electrode Motion Estimation
the covariance adaption factor, γ the outlier detection threshold,
Given the attitude of each IMU, we estimate the relative
and τ the covariance adaption time constant. Furthermore, the motion of each IMU in the global coordinate system as
superscript j on yj,n and Cj is either a for the accelerometer follows. First, the IMU acceleration is estimated from the raw
or m for the magnetometer, see (1)–(2). Finally, note that the acceleration measurements ya,n , the estimated local gravity
LG
algorithm parameters (e.g., α0 and γ) may be different for
vector ĝLn , and the attitude R̂n as
gravity tracking and magnetic field vector tracking.
LG
This yields the estimated gravity and magnetic field vectors
ân = (R̂n )T (ya,n − ĝLn ),
(8)
L
L
ĝn and m̂n , respectively. From these, we can readily estimate
the attitude of the IMU in the global east-north-up (ENU) which yields
coordinate system as follows. First, an estimate of the normal
ân ∼ N (an , Câ,n ),
(9)

with

LG

LG

Câ,n = (R̂n )T (Cĝ,n + Ca )R̂n ,

(10)

and Cĝ,n is the covariance matrix of ĝLn . Next, we use the
estimated global acceleration to estimate the relative 3D motion
of the IMUs using the standard inertial navigation model [22]
(11)

xn = Fn xn−1 + Ln ân .
where
 

pn
1
xn =
, Fn =
vn
0



∆tn
⊗ I3 , Ln =
1

"

#
2

(∆tn )
2
∆tn

Cā,n =
Then, the test statistic

M −1
1 X
Câ,n−m .
M 2 m=0

−1
ρn = āT
n Cān ān

T
T
C−
x̂,n = Fn Cx̂,n−1 Fn + Ln Câ,n Ln

3:

Stationarity detection:
1
(ân − ân−M )
M
1
Cā,n = Cā,n−1 + 2 (Câ,n − Câ,n−M )
M
−1
ρn = āT
n Cān ān

⊗ I3 ,

(12)

which, under the null (i.e. stationary) hypothesis is distributed
according to
ān ∼ N (0, Cā,n )
(13)
with

x̂−
n = Fn x̂n−1 + Ln ân

ān = ān−1 +

pn denotes the electrode’s position, vn its velocity, and ⊗ is
the Kronecker product.
To prevent divergence of the double integration (11) caused
by gravity leaking and accelerometer bias, we use detection
of stationary phases and pseudo measurement updates when
such phases are detected. This is a common approach to
stabilize foot-mounted or hand-held inertial navigation, see,
for example, [18], [25].
In order to detect the stationary phases, we use a statistical
test similar to [26]: Considering a sliding window of length
M , we calculate the mean acceleration
M −1
1 X
ān =
ân−m ,
M m=0

Algorithm 2 Motion Estimation Step
1: Estimate ân and Câ,n using (8) and (10)
2: Prediction:

(14)

(15)

4:
5:

if ρn ≤ κ then
Pseudo measurement update:
−
p̂−
n = Gx̂n
T
Sn = GC−
x̂,n G + Cp
T −1
Kn = C−
x̂,n G Sn
−
x̂n = x̂−
n + Kn (0 − p̂n )

6:
7:

else
Set

T
Cx̂,n = C−
x̂,n − Kn Sn Kn

x̂n = x̂−
n
Cx̂,n = C−
x̂,n
8:

end if

C. Motion Artifact Reduction
Finally, the estimated local position p̂n is used as the
reference signal for motion artifact reduction. The ECG signal
for any given lead is modeled as a superposition of the cardiac
signal sc,n and the baseline wander disturbance sd,n . This
yields the measurement model

is distributed according to a χ2 distribution with three degrees
of freedom. Hence, we choose a threshold κ such that Pr{ρn ≤
ye,n = sc,n + sd,n + we,n ,
(17)
κ} = α under the null hypothesis and deem the IMU to be
stationary whenever ρn ≤ κ.
where we,n ∼ N (0, Ce ) is the measurement noise.
Since we are only interested in the short term motion of the
We assume that the motion artifact component sd,n exhibits a
electrode relative to its stationary position, we do a zero position time-varying correlation with the local motion of the electrode.
pseudo measurement update (rather than a zero velocity update Hence, we model sd,n as a filtered version of the lead’s two
common in, for example, foot-mounted inertial navigation [18]). electrodes’ relative positions with time varying coefficients
In practice, this means that we do a pseudo measurement update
sd,n = Hn β n
(18)
according to the measurement model


yp,n = I3 0 xn + wp,n ,
(16) with
| {z }


T
T
,G
Hn = 1 p̂T
. . . p̂T
1,n
1,n−L+1 p̂2,n . . . p̂2,n−L+1 ,

T
with yp,n = 0 0 0 and wp,n ∼ N (0, Cp ).
L is the filter length, and β n is a (3L + 1) × 1 vector of
We can now again use a (modified) Kalman filter using filter coefficients. We model the latter as a slowly time-varying
the dynamic model (11) with the input (8), and conditional random walk, that is, according to the dynamic model
measurement updates (16), which yields the algorithm shown
in Algorithm 2.
β n = β n−1 + qn ,
(19)

Algorithm 3 Motion Artifact Reduction Step
1: Prediction:

TABLE I
A LGORITHM PARAMETERS .

−

Symbol

β̂ n = β̂ n−1
C−
= Cβ̂,n + Cq
β̂,n
Measurement update:
−

ŝd,n = Hn β̂ n

Sn = Hn C−
HT + C̃e
β̂,n n
Kn = C−
HT S −1
β̂,n n n
−

β̂ n = β̂ n + Kn (ye,n − ŝd,n )

Cβ̂,n = C−
− Kn Sn KT
n
β̂,n
3:

Estimate ECG signal:

Description

Value

Accelerometer noise covariance
Magnetometer noise covariance
Reference vector process noise covariance
Measurement noise adaption constant
Outlier detection threshold
Covariance adaption time constant
Stationarity detection sliding window length
Stationarity detection threshold
Position pseudo measurement noise covariance
Filter length
Filter coefficients process noise covariance
ECG noise covariance

I3
I3
∆tn I3
1
6
1
100
7.8
1 × 10−3
15
1 × 10−5
0.5

2

ŝe,n = ye,n − ŝd,n
where qn ∼ N (0, Cq ) is the process noise. Furthermore,
absorbing the ECG signal sc,n in (17) into the measurement
uncertainty yields
ye,n ≈ Hn β n + w̃e,n ,

(20)

where the measurement noise w̃e,n also includes the unmodeled
ECG signal, which causes w̃e,n to be non-Gaussian. Nevertheless, we assume that w̃e,n ∼ N (0, C̃e ), where the increased
measurement noise covariance accounts for the unmodeled
ECG signal.
The model (19)–(20) again allows us to use a standard
Kalman filter to estimate the coefficients β n and, more
importantly, the unknown disturbance sd,n . The latter is
obtained as the one step ahead prediction during the Kalman
filter measurement update step and is given by
−

ŝd,n = Hn β̂ n .

(21)

From (21), we finally obtain the estimate of the motion
artifact reduced ECG signal for a single lead according to
ŝc,n = ye,n − ŝd,n .

(22)

This yields the final step of the motion artifact reduction
algorithm shown in Algorithm 3.
IV. R ESULTS
In this section, the results of applying the motion compensation algorithm introduced in Sec. III to the experimental data
gathered as discussed in Sec. II are shown. The parameters
used in the algorithm are listed in Table I.
Fig. 5 shows the motion compensated signal after applying
the proposed method to the example ECG signal in Fig. 2
(top). The comparison of the raw and processed signals
shows that most of the baseline wander has successfully been
removed. There is some slight baseline wander left, which
could be removed by adjusting the compensation algorithm’s
parameters (in particular the process noise covariance of the
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Fig. 5. Example of the raw and baseline wander compensated ECG signals
for one subject during motion sequence 3 (lead II; the same as in Fig. 2).

coefficients β n ). This would, however, also compromise the
morphology of the individual ECG beats. It is also clear
from Fig. 5 that the EMG noise is mostly unaffected by the
motion compensation algorithm. This is in accordance with the
common understanding of the broadband EMG disturbances
having a spectrum different from the baseline wander [5], [6].
Furthermore, the R-peaks (the dominating peaks) are well
preserved throughout the signal.
In addition, a close-up excerpt of the first 3 s of the signal in
Fig. 5 is shown in Fig. 6. In this period, there are no significant
motion artifacts (c.f. Fig. 2). Thus, the motion artifact reduction
algorithm should not affect the estimated ECG signal and
preserve the morphology. As Fig. 6 shows, this is the case:
The processed signal is altered slightly (e.g. the R-peaks are
slightly decreased), but the morphology is unaffected and the
P-wave (the small peak immediately before the large peak),
QRS complex (the bottom-peak-bottom sequence around the
main peak), and T-wave (small peak following the main peak)
are clearly visible (please refer to, for example, [27] for more
details on the ECG morphology).
Finally, Fig. 7 shows another close-up example of the same
signal, but this time for the period between 12 s and 15 s.
During this phase, there are significant motion artifacts in the
form of both baseline wander and EMG disturbances. Here, the
baseline wander is successfully removed (the processed ECG
signal is centered around zero) and visual comparison of the
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raw and processed ECG shows that the cardiac cycles’ features’
are retained and no false features are introduced. The more
detailed view here also shows that the EMG noise is indeed not
affected by the compensation algorithm. Thus, cardiac cycles
that are masked by the EMG noise are not recovered either.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have discussed the general challenges
of ECG artifact removal as well as the measurement setup
used in our research. Furthermore, we have presented an
adaptive baseline wander compensation algorithm based on
our measurement setup, which uses local sensor motion as the
reference input. It has been shown that the proposed method
successfully removes the baseline wander without altering
the ECG morphology, which is one important step towards
successful analysis by either a cardiologist or automated
classification algorithms.
An important challenge that remains is that of removing,
or at least detecting, EMG noise caused by muscle activity
close to the electrodes. This is particularly challenging since
compensation algorithms designed for this purpose may not
alter existing or introduce new ECG features that are hidden in
the noisy signals. Furthermore, future work will also investigate
the performance improvement of both manual and automated
ECG analysis for the de-noised ECG signals.
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